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1 Introduction

In this question, we investigate partially ionized plasma using simple steady-
state balances between particles created and particles lost, and power in and
power out.

The particle balance (for charged particles, since they are the ones lost in an
experimental system) is a balance between particle ionization throughout the
volume and particles lost through the boundaries. This balance is

νizneV = necsA (1)

where V is the volume of the device, νiz is the ionization rate of the neutrals, and
A is the area of the boundaries of the device. The dependence of the ionization
frequency is (fortunately) given to us, it’s

νiz ∼ nn exp{−Eiz/Te}

where Eiz is the ionization potential of the electrons.
The power balance is given by a balance between the ohmic heating power

of the partially ionized plasma with the energy lost by the particles (which is
the particles lost per second times energy lost per particle over the lifetime of
the particle). This balance is

Pin = εT (necsA) (2)

where εT is the total energy loss of each electron in the plasma, and is given
by

εT = εiz(Te) + 2Te + εion(Te)

These are the temperature-dependent energy lost per ionization, thermal
energy lost in the electrons, and thermal energy lost in the ions.
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2 Part A

Let’s rewrite equation (1), keeping the dependence on neutral density (i.e. gas
pressure) and temperature.

nn exp{−Eiz/Te} ∼
√
TeA/L (3)

This tells us that if we keep the neutral density constant, the temperature
is set by equation (1). In other words, the temperature of our partially ionized
plasma is entirely set by particle balance, and the neutral density.

Now let’s look at equation (2). εT is a function of Te, which is constant for
a given gas pressure. So if we increase Pin, we need to increase the electron
density ne to compensate. This is our answer then: if we increase the input
power, we increase the electron density.

3 Part B

Let’s look at equation (3). If we increase the gas pressure, the temperature needs
to compensate somehow for equation (3) to remain satisfied. Since the

√
Te

dependence is much slower than the exp{−Eiz/Te} dependence on temperature,
if we increase the factor nn we need the exponential to decrease. This happens
if the temperature Te decreases a little bit.

So if we increase gas pressure, particle balance requires that our temperature
decrease.
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